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SUMMARY OF RESEARCH ACCOMPLISHMENTS
The following summarizes our major accomplishments made under the NASA grant: NAG-1-
1346 "Tetravalent Chromium (Cr 4+) as Laser-Active Ion for Tunable Solid-State Lasers":
1. Numerical modeling of the four mirror astigmatically compensated, Z-fold cavity was
performed. The simulation revealed several design parameters to be used for the construction of a
femtosecond forsterite laser.
2. Generation of femtosecond pulses from a continuous-wave mode-locked chromium-
doped forsterite (Cr4+:Mg2SiO4) laser has been accomplished. The forsterite laser was actively
mode-locked using an acousto-optic modulator operating at 78 MHz with two Brewster high-
dispersion glass prisms for intra-cavity chirp compensation. Transform-limited sub-100-fs pulses
were routinely generated in the TEMo0 mode with 85 mW of continuous power (with 1% output
coupler), tunable over 1230-1280 nm. The shortest pulses of 60-fs pulsewidth were measured.
3. Self-mode-locked operation of the Cr:forsterite laser was achieved. Synchronous
pumping was used to mode locked the forsterite laser resulting in picosecond pulses, which in turn
provided the starting mechanism for self-mode-locking. The pulses generated had a FWHM of
105 fs and were tunable between 1230 - 1270 nm.
4. Numerical calculations indicated that the pair of SF 14 prisms used in the cavity
compensated for quadratic phase but introduced a large cubic phase term. Further calculations of
other optical glasses indicated that a pair of SFN 64 prisms can introduce the same amount of
quadratic phase as SF 14 prisms but introduce a smaller cubic phase. When the SF 14 prisms were
replaced by SFN 64 prisms the pulsewidth was reduced to 50 fs. Great improvement was
observed in the stability of the self mode-locked forsterite laser and in the ease of achieving mode-
locking. Using the same experimental arrangement and a new forsterite crystal (Crystal 4) with
improved FOM the pulse width was reduced to 36 fs. 1
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1. MODELING OF
CAVITY
RESEARCH ACCOMPLISHMENTS
A FOUR-MIRROR ASTIGMATICALLY COMPENSATED
The major disadvantage of the three mirror cavity used for mode-locking of the forsterite
laser 2,3 is that when is used with long samples the beam area inside the gain medium is not
uniform. This problem can be overcome by using a four mirror z-fold astigmatically compensated
cavity. The z-fold astigmatically compensated cavity design takes advantage of symmetry to force
the beam size in the xz and yz planes to be simultaneously minimum at the same spatial position in
the laser medium 4.
The z-fold four mirror cavity design is shown in figure 1. The four mirror cavity can be
thought of as a combination of two three mirror cavities as shown in figure 1. One three mirror
cavity consists of mirrors R 1, R 2, and a flat mirror positioned at the image plane and the other
consists of mirrors R 4, R 3 and the flat mirror at the image plane. Both cavities use half of the gain
medium. The folding angles of the mirrors R 2 and R 3 that compensate for astigmatism can be
estimated using eq.
= 2fsin0tan0 (1)
where: t - Half the thickness of the gain medium
f- Focal-length of the folding mirrors
n - Index of refraction of the gain medium
q - Angle of incidence of the folding mirrors
Numerical calculations were performed using eq. 1 to estimate the folding angle for mirrors R 2 and
R 3 to achieve astigmatic compensation in the four mirror z-fold cavity. In the calculations it was
assumed that R 2 = R 3. Figure 2 shows the folding angle as a function of the laser crystal thickness
3
in the case of the forsterite laser and assuming different values for the radius of curvature of the
folding mirrors.
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Fig. 1. Four mirror z-fold astigmatically compensated cavity design. 0 is the folding
angle of mirrors R 2 and R 3.
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Fig. 2. Folding angle, 0, vs. forsterite crystal thickness for astigmatic compensation
in a four mirror cavity.
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Other characteristics of the four mirror cavity can be determined by using the theory
presented in references 4 and 5.5, 6 A computer program was developed to simulate the beam size
in the four mirror cavity used in the mode-locking experiments. For the program it was assumed
that a 1 cm long chromium-doped forsterite crystal was positioned exactly at the center of the two
folding mirrors R 2 and R 3. The round trip ABCD matrix of the four mirror cavity was calculated
by choosing a reference plane and following the beam for a complete round trip through the cavity
(see figure 3). Note that this process was performed twice, once for the xz and once for the yz
plane since the folding mirrors and the brewster-cut crystal behave differently in the two planes
Reference Plane
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Fig. 3. Cavity configuration used in the numerical simulation.
The ABCD matrix for a complete round trip through the cavity is given by
Mr= M2M3M4MsM6M7MsM9MIoMlIM10M9MsMTM6M5M4M3M2M 1
where: M 2, M 4, M 8, MI0 - ABCD matrices for traveling a distance in free space
M 1, Mll - ABCD matrices for reflection from a flat mirror
iM 9, M 3 - ABCD matrices for reflection from a curved mirror at an arbitrary angle of
incidence (Different for the xz and yz planes)
M 5, M 7 - ABCD matrices for interface between air and forsterite crystal
M 6 - ABCD matrix for traveling in the forsterite crystal (Different for the xz and yz
planes)
The stability range of the four mirror z-fold cavity design was determined next. This was
done by determining the separation between mirrors R 2 and R 3 for which the self consistent and
perturbation stable requirements were satisfied. The four mirror cavity is stable for -_+ 1 mm from
optimum separation between mirrors R 2 and R 3 which is similar to the three mirror cavity design.
When the stability range was determined, the distance between the folding mirrors was
chosen around the center of the stability range and another program was written to calculate the size
of the beam waist at any point inside the resonator. This was done by moving the reference plane
through out the cavity and calculating the total ABCD matrix for the new reference plane. Then the
beam waist at the reference plane was estimated using eq. 2.
where
1-m 2
A+D
m-
2
(2)
The results of the calculations are shown in figures 4 and 5. Figure 4 shows the size of the
beam waist as a function of the position in the cavity while figure 5 is a magnified version of figure
4 showing the behavior of the beam inside the forsterite crystal. Considering figure 4 the beam
waist at zero or at mirror R 1 has a value of about 600 ktm and is the same for the xz and yz planes.
This fact can serve as an indication when aligning the four mirror cavity. A nice round output beam
is indicativeof astigmaticcompensationwhile anelliptical beamat theoutput indicatesthatthe
folding angleis off theoptimum value.Thebeamwaist increasesfrom 600 l.tmto 800gm asit
moves85cm from mirror Rl to thefoldingmirror R2.Still at mirrorR2thereis goodagreementin
thesizein thexz andyz planes.Mirror R2hasaradiusof curvatureof 10cm, forcing thebeamto
focus5cm awayfrom the mirror insidetheforsteritecrystal.As it canbeseenfrom figure 5 the
beamsinsidetheforsteritelaserhavetheirminimumwaistatexactlythesamespot. Oncethebeam
comesout of theforsteritecrystal expandsrapidly up to mirror R3 which collimates thebeam.
Finally thebeammovesfrom mirror R3to R4 whereit getsreflectedandthesametransformations
arerepeated.
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Fig. 4. Beam waist vs. position in the four mirror, z-fold, astigmatically cavity
design.
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Fig. 5. Beam waist vs. position in the forsterite crystal for the four mirror, z-fold,
astigmatically cavity design.
In order to be able to compare the results obtained from the analysis of the four mirror
cavity design with the three mirror cavity the same computer program was modified to correspond
to the three mirror cavity. For this program a 1 cm long brewster-cut forsterite crystal was placed
in a three mirror cavity with R 1 = 5 cm, R = l0 cm, R 2 = flat and the same procedure as with the
four mirror cavity was repeated. The results of this simulation are shown in figures 6 and 7.
Figure 6 shows the size of the beam waist as a function of the position in the cavity while figure 7
is a magnified version of figure 6 showing the behavior of the beam inside the forsterite crystal.
By comparing figures 5 with 7 it is clear that a four mirror z-fold cavity design has better
mode characteristics as compared to the three mirror cavity. The four mirror cavity compensates for
the astigmatic effects introduced by the brewster forsterite crystal and also offers a uniform mode
area in the forsterite crystal. The cavity mode can be easily matched with the pump mode. In the
three mirror cavity design the minimum beam waists for the two planes are formed at different
8
pos!tions in the forsterite crystal resulting in a non uniform mode area making hard to match pump
and cavity modes. Sub-100-gm beam size is achieved using either cavity configuration.
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Fig. 6. Beam waist vs. position in the three mirror astigmatically compensated cavity
design.
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Fig. 7. Beam behavior inside the forsterite crystal in the three mirror astigmatically
compensated cavity design.
2. CHROMIUM-DOPED FORSTERITE LASER GENERATES
FEMTOSECOND PULSES
The generation of femtosecond pulses from a continuous-wave mode-locked chromium-
doped forsterite (Cr4+:Mg2SiO4) laser was accomplished. The forsterite laser was actively mode-
locked using an acousto-optic modulator operating at 76 MHz with two Brewster high-dispersion
glass prisms for intra-cavity chirp compensation. Transform-limited sub-100-fs pulses were
routinely generated in the TEM00 mode tunable over 1230-1280 nm. The shortest pulses of 60-fs
pulsewidth were measured and the for the first time the forsterite laser operated in the self-mode-
locked mode.
The experimental arrangement is shown in Fig. 1. The Brewster-angle-cut forsterite crystal
was placed in a four-mirror, z-fold astigmatically compensated cavity which is widely used for
Ti:sapphire lasers. The combination of mirrors used was: a flat back mirror, two 10-cm-radius
folding mirrors, and a flat output coupler. The transmission of the output coupler was 1% at the
lasing wavelength, while the folding mirrors and the back mirror had reflectivity R=99.9% for the
1200-1300 nm range. The Cr:forsterite crystal used in this study was grown by the Mitsui Mining
& Smelting Company, Japan. The length of the sample was 1 cm and the absorption coefficient at
the pump wavelength of 1064 nm was _ = 0.7224 cm-l. To eliminate the need to chop the pump
beam, the laser crystal was mounted in a copper block and was cooled by a single-stage
thermoelectric cooler. Better thermal contact between the crystal and the copper block was achieved
by wrapping the crystal in an indium foil. The crystal and the copper block were purged by
nitrogen to prevent moisture condensation. The Cr:forsterite crystal was pumped by a continuous-
wave Nd:YAG laser. The pump beam was focused by a 7.5-cm lens through the 10-cm-radius
folding mirror into the crystal. The 1064-nm pump power incident on the forsterite crystal was 4.7
W. The output of the forsterite laser was monitored with a fast germanium detector and an
oscilloscope, and the pulsewidth was measured with a real-time autocorrelator. The bandwidth of
the mode-locked forsterite laser was measured using a lead sulfide (PbS) detector coupled to a 50-
cm Jarrel Ash monochromator, equipped with 10-_m slits.
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the experimental arrangement for the actively mode-
locked operation of the Cr:forsterite laser: k/2, half-wave plate for 1064 nm;
L, focusing lens; M1, output mirror, M2, M 3, 10-cm-radius folding mirrors;
M 4, back mirror; AOM, acousto-optic modulator; BF, birefringent tuning
plate; BS, beam splitter; PI and P2, Schott SF 14 glass prisms.
Actively mode-locked operation of the forsterite laser was achieved when the acousto-optic
modulator was inserted in the cavity. Mode-locking was observed when the length of the cavity
was adjusted to a length of- 1.97 m corresponding to the frequency of the acousto-optic modulator
(76 MHz). When the prisms are not part of the cavity a stable train of 6-ps pulses was obtained
with a bandwidth-pulsewidth product of 1.34 indicating that the pulses were chirped.
To compensate for the dispersion, a pair of high-dispersion Schott SF 14 glass Brewster
prisms were inserted in the cavity. A pair of prisms was expected to introduce negative group-
velocity dispersion, without increasing the cavity loss. The distance between the prisms was varied
until the shortest pulse width were measured, while maintaining the total length of the cavity
constant.
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Theinsertionof thepair of SF14prismsin thecavityresultedin asignificant reductionof
pulsewidth. We observed two distinct regimes where the forsterite laser would produce
femtosecondpulses.In thefirst regimewehadcompensationof GVD introducedby theforsterite
crystal. The shortestpulsesmeasuredin this casehad durationof 900 fs FWHM and spectral
width of 1.9nmFWHM. Figure2 (a) showstheautocorrelationtraceof thepulsewidthandfigure
2 (b) showsthecorrespondingspectrumfor the900fs pulses.Circlesrepresentexperimentaldata
and the solid line is the best fit sech2 pulse shapewas assumedfor fitting. The pulsewidth-
bandwidthproductAXpAV= 0.33,indicatednearlytransformlimited pulses.
Furtheroptimizationof thecavity(optimizethepositionof theforsteritecrystalwith respect
to the two folding mirrors and the distancebetweenthe two folding mirrors) resulted in a
significantreductionof pulsewidth,to lessthan I00 fs, with a spectralwidth of the orderof 20
nm.An autocorrelationtraceandthecorrespondingspectrumof atypicalpulseareshownin figure
3 (a) and (b). The pulsewidth shown is 90 fs and the bandwidth is 19 nm. The pulsewidth-
bandwidth product AxpAv= 0.32, indicating transform-limitedpulsesfor a sech2 pulse. The
optimumdistancebetweenthetwo prismswhenstable90-fspulseswereobtained,wasdetermined
to be35 cm. Shorterpulseswereobservedafter long hoursof cavity optimization andonly for
brief times. The autocorrelationtracepresentedin figure 4 showsa pulse of less than 60 fs
FWHM.
Thereductionof thepulsewidthfrom 900 fs to 90 fs indicatedthat anothermechanism
besidesactivemodulation is responsiblefor theshorteningof thepulses.It wassuspectedthatthe
self mode-locking mechanismwas responsible for the generationof the 90 fs pulses. To
investigatethis possibilitytheRFpowerfrom theacousto-opticmodulatorwasdisconnectedwhile
stablesub-100-fspulsesweremonitored.Within thefirst 30secondsnochangein theoutputwas
observed,i. e. stable sub-100-fspulseswere generatedwithout any externalmodulation. The
mode-lockedoperationusuallyceasedafterthis initial period,mostlikely dueto somemechanical
disturbances(Self mode-lockingwill be discussedin subsequentsections).This is an indication
that the Cr:forsterite laser actually operated, similar to Ti:sapphire lasers in a self-mode locked
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regime, where active mode-locking only setsthe conditions necessaryfor self-mode-locked
operationby producingintenseopticalfields in thecavity.Intensity-inducedKerr nonlinearities in
the gain medium, combined with negative group velocity dispersion introduced by the prisms are
responsible for production of the shortest pulses.
The actively mode-locked forsterite laser was tuned using an intracavity single-crystal
quartz birefringent plate as shown in figure 1. With only one combination of laser mirrors the laser
output was continuously tuned between 1230 - 1280 nm. The power output of 50 mW was
measured, for 1.9 W of absorbed pump power. The pulsewidth and output power did not change
significantly over the tuning range.
The dependence of the pulsewidth on the pump power was measured. As described above,
when pumped by the maximum available power of 4.7 W incident on the crystal, stable sub-100-fs
pulses were generated. As the pump power was lowered, the pulsewidth increased to above 1 ps at
3.9 W pump power incident on the forsterite crystal. The tendency of pulse shortening with
increasing power suggests that, if more pump power were available, even shorter pulses may be
obtained.
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Fig. 2. An autocorrelation trace (a) and spectrum (b) of the 900 fs pulses. Circles
represent experimental data and the solid line is the best fit. sech 2 pulse shape
was assumed for fitting. The pulsewidth-bandwidth product is AXpAv = 0.33.
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The pulsewidth-bandwidth product AXpAv = 0.32.
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3. SELF-MODE-LOCKED Cr:FORSTERITE LASER
The observed mechanism of generation of femtosecond pulses from the active-mode locked
forsterite laser suggests that femtosecond pulses can be generated from chromium doped forsterite
laser without the need of active modulation. 7 In order to achieve pure self mode locked operation
we design the laser shown in figure 1. The cavity is the same four mirror astigmatically
compensated cavity used before but now pumping is provided by a CW mode-locked Nd:YAG
laser. We removed the acousto-optic modulator and the birefringent plate, and we inserted an
aperture between the second prism and the end mirror M 4 for tuning purposes.
The main idea behind this experiment is that picosecond pulses will be generated by
adjusting the length of the forsterite laser to match the frequency of the pumping CW mode-locked
Nd:YAG laser (synchronously-pumped mode-locking). These picosecond pulses in turn will
generate the passive modulation and provide the starting mechanism for self mode-locking.
CW MoDE-LOCKED Nd:YAG LASER /_
.... /2xj/
L /X"
AUTOCORRELATO BR2 MI'-ll M"-'_\_ "/ \
M 3
Fig. 1. Synchronously pumped forsterite laser design engineered for the generation
of femtosecond pulses and self-mode-locking.
Synchronously pumped mode locking was observed when the length of the forsterite laser
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cavity wasmatchedto the lengthof theNd:YAG laser.Theoutput pulsesof the synchronously
pumpedforsterite laserhad durationof the orderof 200-300ps. By careful optimization of the
cavity by adjustingthe positionof the lasercrystalwith respectto the two folding mirrors, the
forsteritelaserwasself mode-lockedandthe pulsewidth was reducedto 105fs with a spectral
width of theorder of 15nm. In orderto confirm thatself mode-lockingwasachievedthecavity
lengthwasincreasedwhile monitoringthepulsewidthandthepulsetrainon theoscilloscope.The
forsteritelasercontinuedto generatefemtosecondpulsesevenwhenthelengthof thecavity was
changedby few centimeters.This clearly indicatedthatthe forsteritelaserwasself mode-locked
andthat synchronouslypumpedmode-lockingactedas the startingmechanismfor self mode-
locking.Theoutputpowerof theforsteritelaserwhenfemtosecondpulsesweregeneratedwas60
mW.
An intensity autocorrelationtraceandthecorrespondingspectrumof a typical pulseare
shownin figure 2 (a) and(b). Thepulsewidthshownis 105fs andthebandwidthis 16nm. The
pulsewidth-bandwidthproductAXpAv= 0.32,indicatingtransform-limitedpulsesassumingsech2
pulses.
Figure3 showsanoscilloscopephotographof the interferometricautocorrelationtraceof
theoutputpulses.Sincethereis goodvisibility of thefringesatthewingsof thepulseit is evident
that thepair of prisms compensatedfor the chirp introducedby the forsterite crystal. The self
mode-lockedforsteritelaserwastunedusinganaperturemountedon a translationstagebetween
prism P2andmirror M4.Continuoustuningof thelaserwasachievedbetween1240and 1270nm
limitedonly by thedielectriccoatingof themirrors.Thedurationof pulsesdid not vary throughout
thewholetuningrange.
The stability of the self mode-lockedforsterite laserwasgreatly improvedascompared
with the previousexperimentswherethe acousto-opticmodulatorwaspart of the cavity. The
forsteritelaserwasoperatingin a self mode-lockedmodefor up to onehour without significant
changein theoutputpulsecharacteristics.We believethatthe improvementwasmainlydueto the
absenceof the lossesandphasedistortionsdueto themodelockerandthebirefringentfilter.
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Fig. 2. An autocorrelation trace (a) and spectrum (b) of 105-fs pulses obtained from a
z-fold cavity with SF 14 prisms for chirp compensation. Circles represent
experimental data and the solid line is the best fit for sech 2 pulse shape.
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Fig. 3. Interferometric autocorrelation of the output pulses of the forsterite laser.
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4. IMPROVED SELF-MODE-LOCKED OPERATION
4. 1. ELIMINATION OF CUBIC PHASE DISTORTIONS
The calculations and experimental results in the case of Cr:forsterite laser indicated that a
pair of SF 14 prism can compensate for group velocity dispersion in the forsterite laser. 8 The
optical characteristics of SF 14 optical glass for 1250 nm are n = 1.729, dn/d_ = -0.02017 lam -1,
d2n/d_,2= 0.02262 lam -2, and d3n/d_,3= -0.0999 gm -3. The optimum distance between the two
prisms was determined to be 35 cm when stable 105-fs pulses were obtained. Carrying out the
calculation for the phase derivatives with respect to frequency we obtained _2(_/_0,12= -3273 fsec 2
and _3_/_co3= -2170 fsec 3 (for a round trip). This calculation indicates that SF 14 may not be the
most appropriate glass for pulse shortening in this wavelength region since it introduces a large
cubic phase term. Shorted pulses may be generated by using material which will introduce less
cubic phase as is the case with Ti:sapphire.9,10,11
Calculations of higher order phase order terms introduced by a pair of prisms in the cavity
were performed to determine optical glass that can compensate for GVD and introduce minimum
cubic phase term. Table 1 lists the expressions used for the numerical evaluation of the dispersion
characteristics of different optical materials. 12 Using these expressions the dispersion formula for
the second and third order phase terms are evaluated and then the distance that these prism should
be placed in order to introduce an equal amount of quadratic phase term as SF 14 prisms is
determined. Then the amount of cubic phase by using the specific optical material is calculated.
Phase calculations were carried out for prism pairs for all the types of optical glasses listed
in Schott catalogue. Table 2 lists the numerical results for some types of glass that can compensate
for chirp in this wavelength region and introduce less cubic phase term. Column 1 lists the glass
type. Columns 2 and 3 list the second and third derivative of the phase with respect to frequency
for material dispersion, respectively and indicate the amount of quadratic and cubic phase that will
be introduced to the pulse when it transverses length Im of the specified material. Columns 4 and 5
list the second and third derivative of the phase with respect to frequency introduced by a pair of
21
prism with separation lp, respectively. They indicate the amount of quadratic and cubic phase that
will be introduced to the pulse when it passes through a pair of prism with separation lp, assuming
minimum glass pathway in the prisms. Column 6 shows the prism separation that will introduce
the same quadratic phase term as SF 14 glass prisms, and the last column shows the cubic phase
which will be introduced by using the specified type of glass for a prism separation which
compensates for the quadratic phase. The values of phase derivatives shown for the pair of prisms
are for round trip, lp is measured in mm and the calculations were performed for %.=1250 nm.
Table 1. Second and third order derivatives of phase with respect to frequency for a
double pair prism and material.
Where
and
PRISM MATERIAL
d2_p_ _3 d2p
do_2 2%c 2 d%2
d3_p _%`4 r d2p+%d3p]
d2_m _ _3lm d2nm
do_2 2%c 2 d%2`
d3Om _%4 r3 d2nm % d`3nm]
do3 - 4%2c3 L d%`2 + d%`3 J
,
d2p 4[d2n+(2n+ )(_j J'P s'nl3 lpcosl3
d 3P _ 4d3nl
d%`3 d%`3 p sin 13- 24
dn d2n
d%` d%2` lp cos
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Figure 1 shows the cubic phase for different types of prisms vs. wavelength assuming that
the prism separation is set to compensate for the quadratic phase in the forsterite laser cavity, and
minimum glass pathway in the prisms. As is indicated SF 14 prisms introduce a large cubic phase
at 1250 nm but will be more appropriate to be used for chirp compensation when the forsterite laser
operates beyond 1300 nm. In figure 1 we also show other types of prisms that can be used for
chirp compensation in the tuning range of chromium doped forsterite.
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Fig. 1. Round-trip cubic phase of various Brewster prism pairs. Zero round-trip
cavity quadratic phase and minimum glass pathway in the prism are assumed.
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4. 1GENERATIONOF 36-fsPULSESBY A SELF-MODE-LOCKEDCr:FORSTERITELASER
Theresultsof thecalculationsshownin table 2 andin figure 1suggestthat for 1250nm
othertypesof glasscancompensatefor groupvelocity dispersionand will introducea smaller
cubicphaseterm ascomparedwith SF14prisms.We choseto useprismsmadeof SFN64 glass
becausetheprism separationwasvery closeto the onefor SF 14prismsand our cavity design
wouldrequiredminimumchanges.
Theexperimentalarrangementusedfor thefollowing experimentsisexactlythesameasthe
one describedelsewhere2exceptthat the SF 14prismswerereplacedwith SFN 64 prisms.As
beforesynchronouslypumpedmodelockingwasobservedwhenthelengthof the forsteritelaser
cavitywasmatchedto thelengthof theNd:YAG laser,generatingpulseswith FWHM of 200-300
ps.By furtheroptimizationof the lasercavity theforsteritelaserwasself mode-lockedgenerating
sub-100-fspulses.Thestabilityof theselfmode-lockedforsteritelaserandtheeaseof startingself
mode-lockingwasimprovedascomparedwhenSF14prismswereused.Theprism separationfor
optimumoperationwasmeasuredto be -42 cm which isgoodagreementwith 38.4cmcalculated.
An intensityautocorrelationtraceandthecorrespondingspectrumof atypical pulseareshownin
Fig. 2 (a) and(b). Thepulsewidthshownis 50 fs andthebandwidthis 33nm. Thepulsewidth-
bandwidthproductA'tpAv = 0.32 indicates transform-limited sech 2 pulses.
Further improvement in the pulsewidth of the output pulses from the self-mode-locked
forsterite laser was achieved when the forsterite crystal was replaced with a new forsterite crystal.
The new forsterite crystal had a Figure of Merit of 58 which is the highest FOM measured for any
crystals tested so far. An intensity autocorrelation trace and the corresponding spectrum of a
typical pulse are shown in Fig. 3 (a) and (b). The pulsewidth shown is 36 fs and the bandwidth is
52.5 nm. The pulsewidth-bandwidth product AzpAv = 0.368 indicating nearly transform-limited
sech 2 pulses. The pulses are not totally transform-limited probably due to phase distortions
introduced by the 0.5 inch thick output coupler and the 300 lam thick beam splitter in the
autocorrelator.
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Fig. 2. An autocorrelation trace (a) and spectrum (b) of 50-fs pulses obtained from a
z-cavity with SFN 64 prisms for chirp compensation. Circles represent
experimental data and the solid line is the best fit for sech 2 pulse shape.
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Fig. 3. An autocorrelation trace (a) and spectrum (b) of 36-fs pulses obtained from a
z-fold cavity with SFN 64 prisms for chirp compensation. Circles represent
experimental data and the solid line is the best fit for sech 2 pulse shape.
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Thestability of theself-mode-lockedCr:forsteritelaserwasimprovedwhenthenewcrystal
wastisedin the cavity. The laserwasoperatingin a self mode-lockedmodeof operationfor as
long as required without degradationin the quality of the output pulses.As seen from the
bandwidth measurements the corresponding spectrum of the 36-fs pulses nearly covers the whole
emission spectrum of forsterite (1170 - 1310 nm).
1
1400
WAVELENGTH (nm)
1500
Fig. 5.7.3. Transmission of the mirror coatings forming the four mirror cavity, emission
spectrum of Cr:forsterite when excited with 1064 nm radiation, and
corresponding spectrum of the 36-fs pulses.
The 36-fs pulses generated by the self-mode-locked forsterite laser are longer that the
pulses that will be generated if all of the emission spectrum is used. Figure 5.7.3 the dielectric
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coat!ngs,ofthemirrorsused,theemissionspectrumof theforsteritecrystalandthecorresponding
bandwidthof the36-fspulsesareplottedusingthesameaxis. Thebandwidthof the36-fspulses
correspondto all thespectrumthatthedielectriccoatingswouldsupport.Mirrors with appropriate
coatingswill definitely generatedshorterpulseswhere the whole emission spectrumof the
Cr:forsteritelaseris used.
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